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Changes attributable to Accreditation Board
By Ken Miller
staff Writer

Change is never easy, but Cal Poly
seems to make transitions easily, due to a
national organization called the Ac
creditation Board.
The board is an evaluating committee
that visits every department on campus to
see if they are operating by the rules. The
board selects accrediting teams, usually
composed of two faculty members and a
practitioner, that go to each department
every five years, according to Jim Rodger,
departm ent
head of co n stru c tio n
management.
“ We put together a self-evaluation
report that tells all about the university
and the department. Every department

has a different accrediting board. For us,
it’s the ACCE (American Council for Con
struction Education). After reviewing our
reports, they let ns know what we should
keep the samé ^nd what we should
change,” said Roifs®*"Gerald Smith, department head of land
scape architecture, said that it’s necessary
to follow what thé board says to do.
“ At any time* *be accreditation board
can call for an immediate review of the
program in question. They can call for an
interim review ^ny time of the year. If
they find that the problem is not being
dealt with, that program loses its ac
creditation,” he s^irfLosing accredjlntion means that gradu
ates of the department lose their eligibility

for state licensing and cannot use the ex
perience they’ve had in their major to
qualify for licensing. If students graduate
from a program that isn’t accredited, their
chances of getting a job in their major are
very slim, Smith said.
Changes in various departments have
been numerous. Rodger said his depart
ment has gone through some changes that
have been beneficial.
“ On the advice of the board, we formed
an industry advisory board in Southern
California, and we’re starting a northern
branch sometime this spring. They give us
advice on many things, including cur
riculum changes and relationships with
industries,” Rodger said.
Other changes in the department include

Program
teaches
mugging
protection

a construction management newsletter,
Rodger said.
The board’s major recommendation for
the landscape architecture department
was that it change from a four-year to a
five-year program.
“ It’s still in the works,” Smith said.
“ We’ve gained Academic Senate approval
for it, and now it has to gain the
Chancellor’s Office approval. It will pro
bably take the better part of the year for
the chancellor to review it. I’d say that
we’ll be a five-year school by the fall of
1988.”
The board’s decision is based on the lack
of contact time in a four-year program.
“ There’s no time for concentrations or
See ACCREDIT, back page
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A woman’s chances of being
attacked in San Luis Obispo are
startling, according to Cal Poly
Public Safety officer Ray Bar
rett. On the the campus alone,
four women have been attacked
in the past two months.
A new program, called Model
Mugging, gives women prac
tical, useful training that not
only allows them to prevent an
assailant from succeeding in the
attack, but provides women
with a new confidence for living
in a world abused by crime.
Barrett said the crime rate in
San Luis Obispo is as high as
the crime rate in Los Angeles,
and that there were 25 rapes last
year in San Luis Obispo. “ A
woman’s chances of being raped
fall between one in three and one
in seven,” said Barrett.
Matt Thomas, founder of the
California-based Model Mugging
program, is a black belt in three
martial arts and has experience
See MUGGING, page 6
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A student in the Model Mugfl^ng program is “mugged” during the class graduation ceremony.

DAVE DIEHUMuslang Dally

Financial aid cuts protested

ASI officers lobby in D.C.
IN QUOTES
Many students think
they can’t get into Cal
Poly under the major
they want, so they apply
under a a less-impacted
major and then transfer.
See PULSE.

We ddnk when we’re not thirsty, and we make
love at
old time — these are the only dif
ferences between us and the other animals.
— Beaumarchais

By Donna Taylor
Staff Writer

The ASI vice president and chief of staff spent last week in
Washington D.C. lobbying against proposed budget cuts that would
affect 5,000 Cal Poly students.
Vice President Stan Van Vleck and Chief of Staff David Hunt
joined 30 other California State Student Association students to
voice their concerns about a 50 percent cut of all student financial
aid proposed in President Reagan’s 1988-1989 budget.
“ We talked to several congressmen, and they were really open to
us,” said Van Vleck. “ They even called the proposal ‘ridiculous,’ and
See LOBBYISTS, page?
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on the street

Is it all right to give
finals during dead week?

Jim m y
B u rrell,
biological
sciences junior:
What we need is a real dead
week where there are no classes,
and then have finals the week
after that.

Janice Kjelland, ornamental hor
ticulture junior:
Yeah, it takes some of the
pressure off during finals week
because you get one or two ex
ams out of the way. For me it
reduces the stress factor.

K arl
K a h re ,
m e c h a n ic a l
engineering junior:
Sure. It’s just like having a
midterm during dead week. You
can still find the time to study
for it. And you get out of finals
earlier.

Jenny Lim, art and design soph
omore:
1 think so. That way finals
won’t be as hectic and they’ll be
over with faster. If you’re study
ing during dead week you might
as well take finals during dead
week.
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letters to the editor
Bomb threat callers
should take a hike
Editor — Bomb threat: Math
Building evacuated. Why don’t the
cowards who lack both the
discipline to study and the courage
to admit it go back to high school
with their childish pranks? Leave
motivated adults alone to pursue an
education.
W MANKER

Like racism, sexism is
a product of ignorance
Editor — An editorial titled “The
new racism” placed beside a col
umn titled “Not for women only” ...
interesting. I wonder how many
people saw the contradiction.
In Monday’s Daily the editorial
board wrote about the ethnocentrism rising today on university
campuses. “What is ironic about
this situation,” explained the writer,
“is that racism is a product of ig
norance, and college students are
regarded as one of the more
enlightened segments of the popu
lation.” How true.
Yet right next to that editorial was
a column which joked about
Women’s Week as “being a sham
(sorry, shame)... ’’and chided the
participants for speaking out when
“they should be home making their
husbands dinner... Just kidding ... ”
What’s the difference between
racial prejudice and gender pre
judice? It alarms me that it is still
acceptable in educational circles to
poke fun at the stereotypes of
women. I’m sure the author would
never dream of telling our black
students to go back to the cotton
fields during Black History Month or
directing our Chinese population to
start pounding railroad ties during
the Chinese New Year Celebration.
The purpose of Women’s Week on
this campus is to enlighten and
educate students, faculty and staff
about the past, present and future
of women on this earth. (If you
wonder why this observance is nec
essary, remember that history has
traditionally been written by men
about men, and government has
been run by men in the interests of
men.) This year’s Women’s Week
was highly successful with record
attendance by both men and women
and excellent coverage by almost
every print and electronic media in

the county. (Special kudos go to the
Mustang Daily staff for its fine
reporting.)
Let’s stop looking for someone or
some group to make fun of and ac
cept people for who they are —
gender, color, race and religion
aside.
JUDY PHILBIN

Anybody can feel like
a discrimination victim
Editor — Kimberly Patraw’s letter
(Mar. 4) criticizing Kenneth Dintzer’s
“Not for women only” column
shows precisely why Dintzer was
correct in writing his column.
All he wanted to illustrate,
through humor, was that anybody
can feel like a victim of discrimina
tion if they try hard enough.
Sure, sexism exists, but so do
many other kinds of equally harmful
person-to-person biases. Life is
brutally competitive, and regardless
of Patraw’s insistence that women
suffer disproportionately, no in
dividuals are exempt from the
ruthless efforts which others may
use to keep them down.
Patraw’s stridently aggressive
tone is typical of the kind of
feminism that alienates even the
most fair-minded women and men.
She should remember that people
who lose themselves in a group
identity and then demand the whole
world treat the group fairly often
achieve the opposite result.
PETE BRADY

World is not divided
into two distinct sides
Editor — The scenario imagined
by Frankie Houck in her Mar. 3 col-'
umn, “Reagan focuses on long-term
aims,” is based on uniform hysteria
with the obvious bias that the Soviet
political structure is committed to
total annexation of sovereign
states.
There are many problems with the
column. First, no description is
given of the post-Khomeini gov
ernment. The bent of the gov
ernment would influence its
geopolitical arena drastically. To
conclude that the Soviet Union
could, even if it wanted to, secure
the Persian Gulf is naive knowing
the current military and economic
limitations of the U.S.S.R.
It is simplistic to view the San-
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readers’ opinions, criticisms
and
com m ents.
L etters
should be submitted to Room
226 of the Graphic Arts
Building.
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dinista government as the Soviets’
puppet. It is more accurate to iden
tify the Contras as the U.S.’ puppet.
The Contra resistance will collapse
not due to the “lack of proper
military equipment” as Houck sug
gests. Rather, it will be the con
tinued arrogant know-it-all attitude
of the U.S., and specifically the
atrocities of the CIA, which wiil
cause the collapse.
What sounds frightening is the
attitude which seems to con
gratulate covert, and not so covert,
U.S. activity which interferes with
sovereign states. It’s frightening to
declare as “reasonable” the secret
arms sales between the U.S. and
Iran. It’s frightening to consolidate
all U.S. foreign policy into a fear of
“Soviet expansionism in the Ara
bian Peninsula and Persian Gulf”
because “vast petroleum reserves
lie beneath Iranian soil.” It’s
frightening to believe Reagan be
lieves he can successfully deal with
“moderate elements among Iran’s
ruling elites.” Iran held hostages in
the U.S. embassy — not the U.S.S.R.
Further, to make the statement
that “no arms-for-hostage-swap oc
curred” and that “both the U.S.
shipment of miiitary supplies and
Iranian efforts to secure the release
of the hostages were diplomatic
signs of good faith” ignore the im
morality of the enterprise. (The ac
curacy of Houck’s statements is
challenged by the recent Tower
Commission Report.) It is clear that
U.S. law was broken. It is clear that
the lines of authority established by
the U.S. Constitution have been ab
rogated.
Finally, it is simplistic to believe
the Iran-Contra disaster was rooted
in an attempt to improve U.S.-lran
relations. The disaster is symp
tomatic of a foreign policy which ir
reverently divides the world into U.S.
and Soviet spheres. If Reagan wants
to improve relations, let him talk
honestly with Gorbachev. General
North and Mr. Calera have done
enough.
DONALD MANSIR
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Two arrested for aiding fugitive
l.OS ANGELES (AP) — The FBI announced Monday that
two Californians were arrested in connection with the Sunday
arrest of fugitive Claude Dallas.
The self-styled “ Mountain Man” was captured at a Riverside
convenience store nearly a year after he escaped from an Idaho
penitentiary when he was sent for killing two Idaho game
wardens.
FBI spokesman Richard Bretzing told reporters Monday that
the other two people were arrested later for investigation of
harboring a federal fugitive.
They were identified as 35-year-old Gregory Brent Davis of
Perris and 35-year-old Dan McCurry Martinez of Riverside.
Dallas was convicted of voluntary manslaughter for the 1981
killings and sentenced to 30 years in prison. He escaped from
Idaho State Penitentiary last March 30.
Bretzing said Dallas apparently attempted to alter his ap
pearance. At the time of his arrest he was clean-shaven with a
full moustache and short hair.

Nicaraguan rebel leader resigns
(AP) — Arturo Cruz has announced his resignation as a leader
of the Nicaraguan rebel movement.
Cruz is a former Sandinista official whom the United States
wanted to remain part of the Contras.
But Cruz has told reporters in Costa Rica that he is quitting,
and that the move is “ long overdue.”
Cruz has been feuding with his rebel colleague Adolfo Calero.
He was at the verge of resigning last month but decided to stay
on as a Contra director after receiving assurances that the rebel
movement would undergo democratic reform.
At that time, the U.S. State Department persuaded him to
remain on, calling Cruz almost irreplaceable.
The department has been worried that the chances for con
gressional approval of additional aid to the rebels might disap
pear if Cruz carried out his threat to quit.
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letters to the editor
Stereotypes harmful
to everyone concerned

chance to examine the issues that
affect women and to help women to
measure our progress. Not one lec
ture or presentation involved at
tacking men, sexist or not.
This all comes down to the fact
that stereotypes hurt us all. That
each of us should be accepted for
what we are and rewarded equally
for what we can offer. If we can
progress in this way, some day
there won’t have to be women’s
weeks and minority weeks but only
history classes to document the in
equalities that still exist today.
KATHLEEN HILDEBRAND

and achievements, not more.
For example, we have some
world-class
athletes on our
women’s track team. Modern
women (who don’t believe in past
stereotyping) would not think that
all of those men who attend Cal Po
ly and can’t beat these women at
their respective events are less
manly than those who can. Rather,
modern women recognize that nei
ther stereotype holds, and these
women have achieved excellence.
Belief in excellence as a goal for
individuals promotes growth and
progress. Women’s Week was a

Editor — Last week the Daily
published a stereotypical cartoon
depicting a feminist woman slam
ming a door in the courteous man’s
face because it is Women’s Week.
Thank you for missing the point.
The women’s movement, like any
civil rights movement, concerns
itself with doing away with harmful
stereotypes while emphasizing
equality and excellence. Equality
means having the same oppor
tunities and rewards for our lives
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Chrysler to buy share of AMC
DETROIT (AP) — Chrysler Corp. announced Monday it has
agreed to buy out Renault’s interest in ailing American Motors
Corp. and to buy all outstanding AMC shares for a total of $757
million in cash and stock.
The No. 3 automaker also would assume $767 million in AMC
debt, said Chrysler spokesman John Guiniven. The deal must be
approved by the U.S., French and Canadian governments, the
three corporations’ boards and AMC stockholders, but analysts
saw few obstacles to approval.
“ For Chrysler, the attractions are Jeep, the best-known
automotive brand name in the world; a new, world-class
assembly plant at Bramalea, Canada, and a third distribution
system giving us access to a larger market,” said Chrysler
Chairman Lee lacocca.
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1015 Court St. SLO
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By Stephanie Flahavan

Dining Darwinism

Staff Writer

There are more than 100 res
taurants in San Luis Obispo,
each vying for its own niche in
the local economy. While the stiff
competition has caused some to
go under, the city — and most
restaurant owners — say the
competition is healthy.
Newer restaurants have found
that diversity is the key to suc
cess.
Da Vinci’s owner Erik Hansen
said, “ You have to specialize to
survive in today’s market.’’
His restaurant was designed
with a price range to appeal to
students, “ but they only make
up about 25 percent of our
business; most of our customers
are townspeople,’’ Hansen said.
Peter Brubeck, owner of
Brubeck’s, said he was looking

Only the unique survive in this town
forward to doing business m a
small town. Prior to starting his
business here, he was the presi
dent of a chain of restaurants.
When asked how his restau
rant was faring, Brubeck said,
“ It’s our first year so we have
nothing to compare to, but I feel
like we are doing OK.’’
In addition to having a
specialty, Brubeck said quality
— a perceived value — location
and ambiance are needed for
success in the re sta u ra n t
business, whether it is in

Chicago, Dallas or San Luis
Obispo.
However, owning a restaurant
isn’t as glamorous as most peo
ple think it is, according to Nan
cy Jackson, owner of the
Chuckwagon Cafe. Restaurants
are expensive to run and take a
lot of hard work. “ It’s not a
business you make a lot of
money at,’’ she said.
City Council member Alan
Settle said competition among
restaurants is healthy. “ The ones
that do the best, survive,’’ he

said.
“ The number of restaurants is
not a city issue,’’ said Settle.
Rather, it is a business issue. If
additional restaurants are to
open in San Luis Obispo, he said,
the owners have to decide if they
can endure the competition.
Dodie Williams of the Business
Im p ro v e m e n t
A s s o c ia tio n
agreed. “ The restaurant business
is risky at best,’’ she said.
There are some restaurants
that have closed their doors in
the last year, some that have
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Talk to leading scientists,
authors, futurists and others
about how science and
technology will shape our
lives in the near and distant
future.
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changed ownership and a few
that are just barely holding their
own. “ That is to be expected in
the restaurant business,’’ said
Williams. But for the most part,
the restaurant business here is
flourishing, she said.
While it may seem there is a
cafe on every corner, Jackson
said it would be discriminatory
for the city to put a cap on how
many restaurants there could be
in town.
Hansen agreed, saying that
competition should be open so
that the strong survive and the
weak get weeded out.
But Jackson is in favor of
tightening regulations. “ There
are so many places to go that the
pie is being split into too many
pieces, and nobody is getting
enough business,’’ she said. “ I’m
w orried every day about
business.’’
Restricting restaurant permits
is not likely in the near future,
according to Settle.
Restaurants are a good source
of sales tax revenue for the city,
he said. Therefore, the city won’t
deny a restaurant a permit
unless it presents a land use
problem.
Settle echoed concerns that
restaurant quotas would be un
fair. “ It would be discriminatory
if any city official stood in the
way of a restaurant doing
business just because there was
already an excess of restaurants
in town,’’ he said.
If the restaurant business in
San Luis Obispo reached the
point of saturation, it would be
up to the business community to
do something about it. Settle
added. The city would get in
volved only if there was
widespread deterioration of the
restaurant community.
Only at that point would the
city take measures. The city
would work with the BIA and
the Chamber of Commerce to
create
stricter
requirements
which restaurants would have to
fulfill before receiving a use
permit. Settle said.
“ The government would not be
looked on favorably if they stifl
ed competition in business.’’
T hat’s why it is the gov
ernment’s function to see that
businesses fit the land use re
quirements and don’t control
business success, failure or
numbers, he said.
A few local restaurants have
weathered the competition. They
say that when a restaurant finds
an effective way of doing
business, the management usual
ly sticks with it.
“ We concentrate on good ser
vice and good food,’’ said Larry
Wright, manager of 1865, which
has been in business for 14 years.
“ That seems to be the key to our
success, so we just keep on doing
what we do best.’’
Matt Armbruster, manager of
Sebastian’s, said that a prime
location has helped bring 23
years of success to the restau
rant. He pointed out that Sebas
tian’s has a patio overlooking the
Mission, which brings in a lot of
people.
Armbruster said the stiff com
petition in San Luis Obispo is a
good thing because it brings a
better assortment of choices,
w hich
b rin g s
out
m o re
customers.
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Finding an alternative
major to enter Cal Poly
When one major won 7 let them in, some
students just try another

al Poly’s denial of more
than 6,000 applicants for
fall admission demonstrates
the difficulty of getting into the
university. Some stu d en ts,
however, have found a way
around that.
A lthough a m ajo rity of
departments are impacted, or
have more applications than
space to accommodate them,
some are easier to .get into than
others, according to several stu
dents who applied under one ma
jor with the intent to change to a
more popular one.
“ 1 transferred here in 1984, but
1 missed the deadline to apply for
art,” said fifth-year art major
Dave Diehl. “ A friend told me
dairy science was a rubber-stamp that major.
“ He screamed at me for about
major, easy to get into. So that’s
an
hour,” he said. “ So I’m taking
what 1 declared.”
Diehl said he began taking CRP 211 to keep the department
classes in the photo concentra happy. But to tell the truth, it’s
tion, which is now the concentra a hell of a class, a real drag. I’m
tion he is enrolled in, as soon as trying to take as many general
ed. classes as possible.”
he got to Cal Poly.
“ My dairy science adviser was
He added that the requirement
kind of suspicious, and he told to declare a major at Cal Poly,
me 1 had to take this cheese which is the only university in
class,” said Diehl, who will California with that practice,
graduate in June. “ 1 did not should be abolished.
want to do that, so 1 was honest
“ A 17-year-old can’t properly
and told him 1 was in the process make a definitive career deci
of changing to art. He was cool, sion,” said the freshman. “ I’m
and just signed the paperwork. I basically using CRP as a spr
officially changed my major ingboard to get into business. It
without having to take any dairy sucks that so many people get
classes.”
turned away, but if they allowed
One * freshman’s unsuccessful a general ed. major, it’d be bet
attempt to get into the highly- ter.”
impacted School of Business
Sophomore Rich Ippolito was
didn’t stop him from trying to
unaware that he had to declare a
get into the major.
major at the time of application.
“ After my denial, 1 applied
“ 1 just wrote undeclared,” he
this fall as a city and regional
planning major, with every in said. “ I got a call from the uni
tention to change to business,” versity saying 1 needed to choose
said .the 19-yc4r-old, who wished a major. They were asking me to
to remain anonymous. “ 1 really make up my life in five minutes,
wanted to go to Cal Poly, and my over the phone.”
Ippolito said he told the secre
persistence paid off. If I keep a
3.0 in my business classes, I have tary that he liked business, but
a good chance of getting ac she said that it was really im• pacted.
cepted to that major.”
The freshman said he got a lot
“ She suggested I declare
of flak from a CRP faculty statistics,” said Ippolito. “ So I
member for not taking classes in did, but after one PASCAL class.
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I decided it wasn’t my bag.”
That’s when Ippolito began
taking business classes, and he
plans to apply to be a business
major at the end of spring
quarter.
“ Over the summer, 1 got a let
ter from the dean (of the School
of Science and Mathematics)

By Donna Taylor
basically saying that I’m not
fooling anyone,” he said. “ The
letter told me 1 was taking
someone else’s place, and that I’d
have to either start taking stats
classes or make a move. 1 talked
to the dean later, and told him 1
was changing to business. He
was really nice and • even wished
me good luck.”
Another student, who wished
to remain anonymous, applied to
Cal Poly under home economics,
but hopes to switch to business.
“ I knew how hard it was to gel
into business, and that there was
no way 1 could with my high
school grades,” said the sopho
more. “ I didn’t want to take a
chance and get refused. My
brother did the same thing.”
She said she took one home
economics class her first quarter
at Cal Poly in fall 1985.
“ I did that to make sure 1
didn’t want to stay there,” she

said. “ But I’m trying to fulfill
the requirements for business
(get a 3.0 or better in six
business classes), which isn’t the
easiest thing in the world. You’ve
got to prove that you really want
to be a business major.”
The sophomore said that ex
cept for a couple of “ wasted”
classes, her change is not going
to set her graduation date back,
granted she gets accepted to
business.
“ I know a lot of people doing
the same thing,” she said. “ The
school is asking for it by making
students declare their majors so
early.”
Beverly HenscI, director of the
business advisement center, said
changing majors is a fact of life
at Cal Poly.
“ Those schools which students
apply under for a better chance
of acceptance, called synthetic
majors, have a right to be
angry,” said Hensel. “ We have a
large number of students wishing
to transfer into business. The re
quirements are tough, and not all
of them are successful.”
Hensel said the problem for the
“ synthetic” schools is easily
resolved.
“ If students are taking up
their spaces,” she said, “ and
they know that all they’re doing
is focusing their energies on get

ting into another school, they can
just disqualify the students for
not following their curriculum.”
The department heads of these
“ synthetic m ajors’’ generally
don’t think it a big problem that
students use their department as
a “ springboard.” Gene Starkey,
dairy science department head,
agrees that his department is
easier to get into than others.
“ We do get a few-students who
come into dairy science but find
that it’s not for them,” said
Starkey. “ If they don’t take
classes in the major, however,
then they are expected to find
another departmental home.”
City and regional planning
discovers about five to seven
“ phony majors” in their depart
ment per year, according to
d ep artm en t
head
W illiam
Howard.
“ Many students have a
substantial uncertainty in their
minds when they come here,” he
said. “ If they fail to take CRP
classes, we strongly advise them
to follow the flowchart, or change
to another major.”
Among The students inter
v iew ed , n a tu r a l
re so u rc e
management seemed to be a
popular “ synthetic
m ajor.”
N o rm an
P ills b u r y ,
NRM
See MAJOR, back page
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calendar
tuesday 10
•Voyager designer and Poly
graduate Burt Rutan will talk
about the history-making aircraft
at 7 p.m. Tuesday in the Cal Poly
Theatre.
•Coring Wyllie, Jr., vice presi
dent of the San Francisco
engineering firm H.J. Degenkolb
Associates, will discuss “ The Art
of Seismic Resistance Behavior
— What the Building Code
Doesn’t Tell You” at 11 a.m.
Tuesday in Science Building
Room E-27.
•All areas in the University
Union will hold raffles and have

specials for Pride of the Union
Week, beginning Tuesday. The
grand prize is two quarters of
free tuition or a trip to Hawaii.
•There will be a plant sale from
noon to 4 p.m. Tuesday in the
University Union Plaza.
•A meeting for all treasurers of
clubs and committees will run
from 6 to 7 p.m. Tuesday in Uni
versity Union Room 207.

Wednesday 11
•A television panel discussion
on “ Science and Technology: The
Future” will run from 5 to 9 p.m.
W e d n esd a y
in
C h u m ash
Auditorium.
•There will be a plant sale from
noon to 4 p.m. Wednesday in the
University Union Plaza.
Contributions fo r Calendar
must be received by noon two
days prior to the event.

MUGGING
From page 1
in three others. The program
began as a reaction to the brutal
rape of a champion female black
belt karate student.
Model Mugging is a unique,
20-hour program of self-defense
instruction and physical practice,
culminating in a graduation cer
emony in which students face
three different types of attacks.
The graduation of the second
session took place Sunday in
Mustang Lounge, and the third
session will begin May 15.
Unlike other self-defense pro
grams in which students are
m erely
taught
techniques,
women are actually attacked
physically and verbally by train
ed “ muggers,” said Barrett.
Muggers wear a full-body pro
tective suit and helmet that took
several years to develop. The suit
allows students in the program
to actually learn what it is like to
deliver knock-out blows to their
assailants, said Erin Dahlquist,
who is currently the only Cal Po
ly student in the program.
The most important technique
women learn in the program, ac
cording to Barrett, is how to
fight from the ground up. “ Most
women are knocked to the
ground when they are attacked,”
he said.
One unique feature of the pro
gram is that the women draw

their support from the other
women in the class. Barrett ex
plained it as a kind of “ solidarity
of women.” He added, “ There’s a
power in that.”
Dahlquist said she could not
believe how close she became to
the other 12 women in the class
— women whom she never would
have known otherwise, but who
greatly helped her get through
the training.
Another unique idea that is
used in the training is what Bar
rett called “ verbalizing the fight
back.” After a student is “ mug
ged” she is taught to scream the
word “ no” three times while
stomping her foot next to her
knocked-out assailant. He ex
plained that most women freeze
up when they are attacked, and
this part of the counter-attack
helps them release their fear.
Verbal abuse is also part of the
training, and Barrett said this is
important because in past at
tacks “ 90 percent of not being
able to move was due to verbal
abuse.”
“ Muggers make it (the experi
ence) as realistic as possible” by
using verbal abuse, said Dahl
quist. “ It’s frightening.”
The success of the program is
evident in many ways. Barrett
said that of the 5,000 graduates
of the program, 26 reported be
ing attacked. Twenty-four of

BIG NIKE HIGH
LEATHER

Full-grain leather upper
reinforced ankle & forefoot
straps variable width
lacing system
sold in '86 for

those women were able to knock
out their assailants within the
first five seconds of the attack,
and the other two managed to
harm their attacker in other
ways, he said. “ Just by going
through it, you benefit as a per
son ... even if you never use it,”
he said.
Joanne Lingo, a graduate of
the program who works at Cal
Poly, said, “ I came out of it with
physical techniques that work.”
in addition to the physical
techniques that students learn,
an emotional confidence is gain
ed. “ For me it was a transform
ing life experience,” said Lingo.
She said the experience put her
in touch with her own personal
power and gave her a new sense
of self-confidence.
“ I would hate to have the same
thing that happened to me hap
pen to someone else ... It doesn’t
have to,” said Dahlquist, who
was prompted to join the pro
gram by a personal experience.
A graduate of the program in
Ventura who appeared on a
Model Mugging videotape said,
“ I can feel free in a world that’s
pretty difficult to feel free in.”
Awareness of the program on
this campus is a major concern.
“ I don’t think (students) know
about it,” said Barrett. The pro
gram costs $350.
But Lingo said the price should
not stop students from doing
something that is very wor
thwhile. She said it costs Model
Mugging $500 per student to put
on the program.
“ My main concern is letting as
many people know about it as
possible,” said Dahlquist. “ if
there’s a choice (to prevent an
attack) and the knowledge is
there, then the class has made its
goal,” she said.
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Center teaches students to plan time wisely
dates, meetings and any other Stewart. Some students don’t
Staff Writer
personal commitments. “ This know their own limitations. It is
Time management is a com way you can look ahead and pro not uncommon for these students
mon problem among students. ject when the stress weeks are to take on more than their
Approximately 33 percent of the going to be and when the lax schedule can handle. Neglecting
students in the L earning weeks are so you can work to al to set priorities is another pro
Assistance Center go to learn leviate unnecessary pressures.”
blem students have. Often they
time management skills, accor
T h is
may
be
en o u g h
are too caught up in “ busy
ding to the head of the center.
asssistance for some students, work” to see where their real
Time management skills can but others need more. Stewart priorities are.
help if getting assignments com suggests assigning “ D” dates to
Stewart suggests drafting a
pleted is a problem and waiting tasks — projected dates approx “ things to do” list on a daily
until tomorrow seems easier than imately three days prior to the basis and ranking items on the
doing it today, said Patricia actual due date of an assignment. list by immediacy, importance
Stewart.
These assignments are usually and how long each will take to
The L earning A ssistance higher quality because they are accomplish. Then the list should
Center is part of the counseling not done under pressure. One of be re-evaluated and prioritized
services provided on campus for the biggest myths among stu for the day.
students. “ We work mainly with. dents is that they do their best
The list should never contain
students who want to improve work under pressure, Stewart more than six items, said
their study skills,” said Stewart. said. “ That’s not very logical, if Stewart. Trying to achieve more
Counselors help students identify you think about it.”
the root of their time problems
There are a lot of variables
and devise a plan of attack to that prevent students from
solve the problems.
managing their time wisely, said
Being able to manage time ef
ficiently is a process. “ Students
For A Special Occasion
who want to get organized come
or For Any Occasion
in early in the quarter,” said
Stewart. They work on a master
Nightly Specials
calendar of the the whole
quarter, gridding in daily classes,
Monday:
m
midterms, finals, project due
Seafood Capellini

By Stephanie Flahavan

r
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LOBBYISTS
Prom page 1
their feelings were that it would
not be accepted.”
Van Vleck said 30 students
representing the CSU went to
the capital.
They split into groups of four
people and spent March 1
through 5 presenting their cause
to the budget and education
committees of Congress.
“ I think they received us so
well because they were sick of
lobbyists in their pin-striped
suits,” said Van Vleck.

“ We dressed casually and
looked like normal students pro
testing financial aid cuts.”

PRINTS
FOR THE
PRICE

$9.95
Tuesday:

Cioppino
$9.95

NOTABLES

than six things in one day is
unrealistic, she explained. Tasks
that are not accomplished should
automatically be put on the next
day’s list of things to do.
Stewart also suggests taking
time to think about a plan of at
tack. “ So many students come in
to see me who say they are too
busy doing what needs to be
done to think about it first,”
Stewart said. Planning ahead
saves time in the long run.
Procrastination is the biggest
problem students have to face
when learning how to manage
time effectively. The primary
reasons students procrastinate
are fear of failure, perfectionism,
anger at the system, lack of con
fidence and over-extension.
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Wednesday:

10 oz Prime Rib
$9.95
Thursday:

Steamers w /A nchor
Steam
$6.95

□ Three agriculture students
were chosen to receive $2,000 ICl
Americas-Cotton
Foundation
Scholarships.
Tina Fernandes, Michelle Gar
diner and Erik Wilkins were
among 35 college and university
students from throughout the
nation chosen for the award. The
scholarship program is funded by
the Agricultural Chemicals Divi
sion of ICl Americas Inc. in
cooperation with the Cotton
Foundation.
□ Peter Y. Lee took over as in
terim dean of the School of
E ngineering M arch 2. He
assumed the duties of Duane F.
Bruley, who accepted a position
as director of the National
Science Foundation’s Separation
and Purification Processes Pro
gram.
Lee earned his master’s degree
and doctorate in civil engineering
at Tulane University.

Sunday:

Shellfish Sampler
$12.95
All served with choice of
soup or salad; potatoes;
rice pilaf or pasta; relish
tray and sourdough bread.

Just bring in any size color print film for quality developing
and printing by Kodak. Order one set of prints at the regular
price, and you’ll get a second set free to share with friends.

Ask t 'f
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450 Marsh Street
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
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Alpha Upsilon
presents

Greek Night
at

Tortilla Flats
Wed. Mar. 11,9:30 PM
Dancing»Door Prizes
Grand Prize to house with most people
wearing colors
Cover Charge Benefits AY Philanthropies
1051 Nipomo St. SLO 544-7575

But hurry! This offer runs March 9 through March 13.
1
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Some students find real adventure in paying fo r school
Kimberly Patraw
Staff Writer

hen more conventional
routes to financing an
education are dead ends,
some people turn to alternative
methods.
Jeff is a student at Cal Poly
who used professional gambling
as a way to pay for school.
“ It didn’t start out as a way to
pay for school. I was into it more
for the adventure,” he said.
Jeff did not want his last name
used because he said some of the
gambling methods he used could
be interpreted as illegal.
Joff’s neighbor in an exclusive
area of Santa Barbara was a
retired blackjack player. Jeff and
some friends talked the neighbor
into teaching them the trade.
The neighbor began staking
Jeff and his friends, giving them
the money to gamble with while
taking a percentage of the winn
ings.
The inexperienced team began
with small amounts until they
learned how to play well, which
did not take long.
“ At the end of three months
we were up to $2,000 a hand,”
said Jeff. “ We would cash out
with as much as $20,000.”

W

Jeff’s team gambled full-time
for three months. That meant 16
hours a day in the casinos. They
played throughout Nevada,
rotating between Lake Tahoe,
Reno and Las Vegas.
“ We would play until they (the
casino personnel) started
recognizing us,” said Jeff. “ Then
we had to move on to avoid get
ting too much heat from the
casinos.”
Jeff would not comment on the
type of systems that the team
used in gambling, but he did say
that there were a lot more ways
to beat the game than card coun
ting. Counting cards is used by
some gamblers to keep track of
how many cards are left, and
they adjust their bets according
lyJeff continued to gamble on
and off for four years as a
member of two different teams.
Some of his old team members
are still gambling with teams.
The winnings did not always
come easy, and sometimes they
disappeared quickly. One of
Jeff’s teammates was chased out
of a casino by security guards,
dropping $1(X) chips as he ran.
The team lost a total of $1,700,
and the teammate spent most of

t_J

C a li o u r P a rty L in e
L a te o r P o r L u n c h !

Throw a party - any
party! Then get on the
Domino’s Pizza Party
Line and start ordering!

11am-1am Sun -Thurs

When you hang up, we
swing into action with
delicious cheese, tempt
ing meats and the
choicest veggies that
ever met a great pizza.
And we deliver to your
door in less than 30
minutes!

FREE DELIVERY

11am-2am Fri & S at
Foothill Area
544-3636
South SLO
549-9999
Los Osos
528-0800
Arroyo Grande
481-3171
Atascadero
466-7880

FREE EXTRA THICK CRUST

I®

1 coupon per pizza
expires: 3/27/87
I
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Present this coupon &
receive extra thick crust
with any pizza!
Foothill Area: 544-3636
South’SLO: 549-9999
LosOsos: 528-0800
Arroyo Grande: 481-3171
Atascaderer^ 466-7880

the day hiding out in a drainage
ditch.
The life had its fringe benefits
with free shows, limousine ser
vice, bottles of Dom Perignon
Champagne, and $500 dinners.
Although Jeff’s method of
financing college is extremely
unusual, other students just
choose something a little off
beat.
“ Life’s too short to do some
thing normal,” said Toby
Goldman.
So Goldman juggles machetes
and flaming torches. He has
become a regular at Farmer’s
Market with his performances.
Goldman said he taught
himself how to juggle seven
years ago, and he has been juggl
ing semi-professionally for four
years.
On a good Thursday night in
the summer, he can make $160 to
$200 for two hours of work. He is
also listed with the talent
registry and will juggle for par
ties for $75 to $100 for a halfhour show.
The animal science major said
that his job is not always easy.
Some nights at Farmer’s Market
he will be losing his voice, yelling
at the crowd and no one will be
watching. “ 1 think, why am 1
even doing this?” said Goldman.
Goldman works for the San
Luis Obispo Recreation Depart
ment, performing at Fiesta day.
May Day and Christmas in the
Plaza. He has also taught jug
glers for the Renaissance Faire
and has juggled in Arizona,
Chicago and Wisconsin. He said
the best time he ever had was
when he juggled in the Pheonix
Colosseum in front of 13,000
people. “ As far up as I could see
there were people looking down
at me,” he said.
Goldman said he likes the work
because he works for himself and
does not have to answer to any
body. If he does not feel like go
ing to Farmer’s Market or has
too much homework, he does not
go.
Goldman also has three other
part-time jobs “ to make it all

i

come together.” He is a sign
language interpreter for a deaf
architecture student, a travel
counseler for the ASl Travel
Center, and a Sunday school
teacher.
Goldman said, “ 1 would never
take a job working for

O

ne day you’ll
be cooking for
the crew and the
next day you’ll
be covering for
another station
that is out
on a fire’
—Adele Gysin

McDonalds; it has to be ex
citing.”
To Goldman, getting exciting
work is all due to a person’s at
titude. The trick is, he said,
“ knowing that you want to do
something exciting and not settl
ing for less.”
Adele Gysin makes her money
playing with fire also. She is a
wildland fire fighter during the
summer for the California
Forestry Department.
Gysin has worked for the
department for three seasons in
Westwood, a small forest area
two hours north of Chico.
Her first summer at the station
her engine got called to the Eagle
Lake Fire, which burned hun
dreds of acres of wildland forest.
Gysin and her crew battled the
blaze for 30 hours along with 20
other stations. “ We didn’t see

Happy Hour at Uptown Liquor

10% OFF a ll liq u o r,
□

bear and wine

many other people except the top
guys, but we could hear them on
the radio and saw them when we
picked up water,” said Gysin.
At a smaller fire Gysin fought
mobile attack, which means that
she was walking next to the
engine with the fire hose, at

(excluding kegs).

Monday through Friday 4 to 6pm
1248 Monterey St, SLO 543-6721

MID-STATE
ELECTRONICS
Small parts, big parts, batteries, & every
kind of wire or cable. In short we carry
everything electronic. For over 30 years
Mld-Stat*e has carried the biggest stock In
electronic parts between S.F. and L.A.

1441 Monterey St. SLO
543-2770

times standing just three feet
away from the flames. “ Your
face gets really hot, and you have
to be careful of smoke,” she said.
“ You have to watch around you
at all times because if you’re in
the greenery the flames can come
up at you.”
Gysin said that trust in her
superiors is what keeps her from
panicking or getting hurt. She
said people get hurt when they
do not follow directions. “ I’ve
been scared before, but they (the
fire chiefs) won’t let you get in
trouble.”
When the crew is not fighting
fires, they are doing maintenance
around the station. Gysin said
that although she originally took
the job for the money, she stays
with it because of the people and
the diversity. “ One day you’ll be
cooking for the crew and the next
day you’ll be covering for
another station that is out on a
fire,” she said.
When her station is out on a
fire, Gysin said they do not know
when they will be coming home
again. She said the worst part is
getting up out of a paper sleep
ing bag at five in the morning
and freezing and waiting in line
for something to eat.
Life at the station is not all
work, though. Gysin said her fire
chief is a practical joker. One
time she was wrapped in a towel
going to take a shower, but when
she walked into the bathroom, a
fire hose stuck through the win
dow drenched her with cold
water.

Spotlight
More entertainment
news, features and
calendar listings
than you can *shake
a stick at. Fridays.
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Osborne wins Pac-10 title as Poly finishes sixth
By Dan Ruthemeyer

record to 28-2 and is still ranked
fifth in the nation, won all three
Cal Poly’s Eric Osborne won of his tournament matches in
the Pac-10 wrestling title at 167 fine fashion.
pounds and three other Mustang
After defeating San Jose
wrestlers qualified for nationals
State’s
Shane Baum on a
on Sunday, as Cal Poly placed
second-round fall, Osborne earn
sixth in the nine-team tourna ed a 19-4 technical fall over Utah
ment.
State’s Glen Amador to set up
Winning the tournament was the anticipated championship
Arizona State, which scored 99Vi match with Oregon’s Chuck
points, while the Mustangs Kearney.
finished with 34 points, just
Osborne jumped out to a 5-1
one-quarter point behind Cal advantage in the championship
State Fullerton.
match before Kearney was in
Osborne, who extended his jured and couldn’t continue that
Sports Editor

match in the third round.
The other three Cal Poly
wrestlers to qualify for the na
tional championships in two
weeks at the University of
Maryland were 118-pound John
Galkowski, 150-pound Malcolm
Boykin and 177-pound Anthony
Romero.
While Galkowski and Boykin
each finished third in their
weight class to earn a berth to
nationals, Romero finshed fourth
and will go to nationals as a wild
card.
In the 118-pound division.

Galkowski was defeated by Zeke
Jones in the semifinal round be
fore beating Oregon’s Robert
Pelayo 7-3 for third place.
Boykin, who wrestled most of
the year at 158 pounds, defeated
Oregon’s Vince Hochanadel 12-."'
to take third place. The two had
wrestled earlier this year at 158
pounds, with Hochanadel coming
out on top 9-2.
Cal Poly coach Lennis Cowell
said he thinks the change in
weight class had something to do
w ith
B o y k in ’s win over
Hochanadel.

“ This is a better weight class
for him,’’ he said. “ He seems
stronger down there. Malcolm
wrestled the best I’ve seen him
wrestle all year.’’
Romero, who has been battling
a knee injury, reinjured the knee
on Sunday and, despite getting a
wild card, may not be able to
compete in the national championships.
In his match to take third
place, Romero wrestled on the
bad knee and came up short
against Jose Flores of Fullerton
6-5.
See WRESTLING, page 10
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Lacrosse
team goes
cold late
in game
By Jim Hawkins
Staff Writer

■

'
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Cal Poly’s Jim Bagnasco cuts around a Stanford opponent in the Mustangs’ 9-5 loss on Sunday.
1

pymnasts lose two, prepare for next meet
jBy Kimberly Patraw
¿ taff Writer

^ Cal Poly gymnasts lost both
tneets last weekend at Cal State
Sacramento and UC Davis.
“ We weren’t trying to win,’’
said coach Tim Rivera. “ We’re
saving up for this weekend.’’
Cal Poly will be hosting the
San Luis Obispo Invitational
Saturday. Rivera said the top
three girls on the team did not
compete last weekend because
they are resting up in hopes of
breaking more records on Satur

day.
At Cal State Sacramento,
Mustang DebbyAlessi scored
her personal best of 8.85, taking
first in the balance beam com
petition. Julie »Williams took se
cond with her top score all year
on the beam of 8.8.
Tracey Gambletook first place
for the Mustangs in the vault,
while Mary Kay Humble took
second in vault, bars and floor,
and first in the all-around com
petition. Humble was trying to
improve her all-around score to

help her national placing. She is
currently ranked 25th in the na
tion.
Cal Poly’s Mimi Phene, who is
ranked 12th in the nation in allaround, did not compete. Wendy
Meyer and Jujie Bolen were also
held out of the meet.
“ It would have been no con
test,’’ said Rivera. He said he be
lieves the Mustangs could easily
have won both meets if they had
tried.
In gymnastics, there is no
value put on wins and losses.

National placings are decided by
the team’s top four scores.
At UC Davis, the Mustangs
took third to first-place team
Chico State and second-place
finisher UC Davis. Cal Poly
Pomona placed last.
Senior Williams took second in
the vault, first in the balance
beam, and fourth in the allaround. Humble took fifth on the
floor and shared third on the
vault with teammate Gamble.
Saturday’s home meet is
scheduled to begin at 7 p.m.

The Cal Poly lacrosse team
played three excellent quarters
here Sunday against the Stan
ford Cardinal, but were routed in
the fourth and lost the match,
9-5.
Things started off ominously
for the Mustangs when Stanford
took the ball from the face-off
and scored after only 19 seconds
of play. Only three minutes later
they were on the scoreboard
again, taking a 2-0 lead.
The Mustangs battled back,
however, and both Kyle Marshall
and Russell Roadawald scored a
goal to even things up at 2-2.
Stanford scored again, but
Marshall came back with two
more goals of his own to put Poly
ahead by one going into half. The
teams traded goals in the third
period, and with 30 seconds left
the Cardinal tied it up at five all.
In the fourth quarter, the
Mustangs, who had been playing
aggressive, hard-hitting defense,
fell to pieces as Stanford scored
four unanswered goals and kept
Poly playing defense throughout
the period.
“ I don’t know what happen
ed,’’ said club president Sean
Tuite. “ We just came apart.’’
The loss is the second in a row
for the Mustangs, who had
previously won four in a row by
convincing margins.
Cal Poly had won by at least
10 goals in the three games prior
to their loss to Sonoma State a
week ago.
The Mustangs are now 4-4 on
the year, while Stanford climbs
to 7-3.
It has been an up-and-down
season for the Mustangs, who
after dropping their first two
games of the year by 11- and
12-point margins, won four in a
row before last weekend’s loss to
Sonoma State.
Cal Poly will travel to Berkeley
this weekend to face the Golden
Bears before returning home to
play Occidental College the
following weekend.
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Women run strong at Aztec invite Pole vaulters excel
in UC Berkeley meet
By• Dan Ruthemever
*

with a time of 16:35.2. Finishing
behind Stehly was Cal Poly’s
Lesley White, who is running
unattached until spring quarter.
In the 400-meter hurdle event,
Hagan and Hansen finished third
and fourth for the Mustangs in
national qualifying times. The
two finished with times .08 of a
second within each other.
The Cal Poly pair, which
hadn’t raced in a hurdle event
this year until Saturday, finished
third and fourth in last year’s
national championships.
Hagen and Hansen returned
later in the meet to run the mid
dle two legs of the 1,600-meter
relay, in which the Mustangs
placed fourth in a time of 3:47.72
to qualify for nationals. Also
helping out on the relay team
were Jessica Johnson and Teena
Colebrook.
Colebrook also helped Cal Poly
to a second-place finish in the

3,200-meter relay, which also
featured Gladees Prieur, Noreen
DeBettencourt and Katy Mann
ing. The team finished with a
time of 8:50.34, which was five
seconds behind a new stadium
record of 8:45.24 set by USC.
Colebrook’s 800-meter split of
2:04.3 was the fastest split ever
run by a Cal Poly athlete. In ad
dition, the team time was the se
cond fastest in school history.
The final national qualifier on
the day was Celeste Paquette,
who threw the discus 151’6” en
route to a fifth-place finish. Pa
quette’s throw is the longest in
the conference so far this season.
Although the Mustangs had
several strong performances,
they were competing without the
services of several athletes.
Among those missing from
competition were high jumper
Julie Wiegmann and distance
runner Kris Katterhagen.

From page 9
“ His knee kept going out on
The Mustangs, who had been him and he couldn’t wrestle,’’
expected to finish third in the said Cowell. “ It’s a shame
tournam ent, came up short because he was seeded number
mainly because 134-pound John two and was good enough to go
Martin and heavyweight Ben (to nationals).’’
Lizama weren’t able to wrestle at
Lizama, meanwhile, lost his
full strength.
Martin won his first-round first-round match and forfeited in
match in overtime 6-2, but rein the consolation bracket.
“ Ben wrestled his first match
jured his knee and wasn’t able to
compete at full strength in the and it was an effort but he
wasn’t healthy enough to go,’’
second round.

said Cowell. “ It was wishful
thinking that we could get him
through that.’’
Despite the sixth-place finish,
Cowell was pleased with the
number of wrestlers to qualify
for nationals.
“ Four is good and they’re all
underclassmen,’’ said Cowell. “ 1
thought we had a chance to get
seven, and on a lucky day and
with everyone healthy we could
have got them.’’

fc

Sports Editor

Facing the likes of USC,
UCLA and UC Irvine, the Cal
Poly women’s track team had
four individuals and one relay
team qualify for nationals on
Saturday at the non-scoring
Aztec Invitational in San Diego.
Among the top performances
for the Mustangs in the running
events were a personal best and
national qualifying mark for
Pauline Stehly in the 5,000-meter
race and a pair of national quali
fying marks from hurdlers Laurie
Hagan and Sharon Hansen.
Stehly, who ran a personal best
and a’ national qualifying time in
the 3,000-m eter race last
weekend in Bakersfield, did the
same Saturday in a strong
5,000-meter field.
Stehly took the lead from Ruth
Wysocki at the 1'/2 -mile mark
and cruised to a six-second win

By Dan Ruthemeyer

three were unattached and one
was from Berkeley.
Two Cal Poly pole vaulters and
In addition to his time being
one distance runner qualified for the fastest of the year for
nationals on Saturday at a non Mustang runners, it was also
scoring invitational meet at UC nine-tenths of a second off the
Berkeley.
national qualifying standard.
Vaulters Steve Horvath and
Overall, the 5,000-meter race
Kevin Rankin cleared heights of was the best for the Mustangs as
16-6 and Ì6-V4 respectively to a team. Three runners placed in
qualify for the national meet, the top seven in the strong field,
while Brent Griffiths ran the and four recorded lifetime bests.
5.000- meter race in a time of
Robert Grove and Tim Camp
14:28.8 to also qualify.
bell knocked the most time of
With Horvath and Rankin their previous bests, chipping off
breaking the 16-foot qualifying 36 and 28 seconds respectively.
mark, three Cal Poly vaulters Doug Twilleager and Craig
have qualified for nationals in Godwin rounded out the field of
the first four meets of the season. those recording personal bests,
In the first meet of the season in knocking off eight and two se
San Diego, freshman Steve conds each.
Toney cleared 16-1 to be the first
Cal Poly now has eight of the
vaulter to qualify for nationals.
top 10 conference times in
The Cal Poly pole vaulters hold 5,000-meter event, with Griffiths
the top six marks in the Califor leading the conference by 15 se
nia Collegiate Athletic Associa conds.
tion.
Hurdler David Johnson, who
Griffiths, who didn’t compete ran his first hurdle race last week
last year and was racing in only in Bakersfield, came up with
his second 5,000-meter race of second- and fourth-place finishes
the season, placed second in the in the two hurdling events.
event to B erkeley’s Craig Johnson clocked a 14.6 in the
Blockhus. Griffiths’ time was the 110-meter high hurdles for fourth
second fastest of his career.
place and a 53.5 in his second
In addition to running the place finish in the 400-meter
5.000-meter race well, Griffiths hurdle event.
also clocked a fast time in the
Johnson’s finish in the 4001,500. His time of 3:53.8 was the meter event brought some pro
second fastest Cal Poly time on test from Cal Poly coach Tom
the day and the second fastest of Henderson, who had clocked his
the season.
runner at 52.7, which is the na
The runner holding the fastest tional qualifying standard. Al
time of the year is Brian Porter, though Henderson and several
who placed fifth in the 1,500- others at the meet clocked
meter race on Saturday with a Johnson as running a faster race
time of 3:51.9. Of the four run than he was timed at, the origi
ners placing ahead of Porter, nal time held.
Sports Editor
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M ust
*AMA MEETING*
TUESDAY 11-12 ARCH 225
Its the last meeting of the Qrtr!
We have a Guest Speaker: Greg
Griffen, VP! of E.F. HUTTON
CAL POLY T E A C H E R ’ SOCIETY^
First POLY ROYAL mtg & Pizza feed
Tuesday,March 10 BA&E rm208 6pm
POLY ROYAL SCREEN PRINTED T’S
AND CAPS.INK SPOTS’S PRICES
ARE BEST CALL 543-7991

SAE MEETING NOTICE!
THE MAR 6 7:30PM RM 13-110
SANTA BARBARA RESEARCH CENTER
MANUFACTURE ENGR.DAVID RENUART
WILL DISCUSS OPERATIONS AT SBRC
* * * SA M * •*
Meeting Thur AG ENG 123 11AM
~ SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENG INEER
COME HEAR DAN BEAUCHAMP FROM
GRANITE CONSTRUCTION SPEAK ON
WED.,MARCH 11, 7:30PM, ENG13
-RM110

A WEEKEND IN LAS VEGAS!
EVERYONE WELCOME
MARCH 20-22 CALL CHRIS
544-0947
Sponsored by
JILL
The F.M. Club
549-9659
ASI CONCERTS PRESENTS!

YELLOWJACKETS
April 11 7:30 & 9;30pm Chumash
Tickets on sale NOW!!!
Stu Adv 10.75 Get 'em before....
BURT RUTAN, DESIGNER OF THE
VOYAGER AROUND-THE-WORLD
AIRCRAFT WILL SPEAK AT CAL
POLY THEATRE TUESDAY, MARCH 10,
AT 9:00PM. DOORS OPEN AT 6:30
FREE.
CAL POLY FOUNDATION BOARD OF
DIRECTORS STUDENT MEMBERS
TAKING APPLICATIONS THROUGH
10 MARCH 87 SEE LINDA LEE
UU 217 BAM 4PM

Get more $$$ for
your used textbooks
set your own price and sell them
thru POLY PHASE BOOK EXCHANGE
taking books T-TH 10-4 finals wk.
UPSTAIRS UU NEXT TO CHUMASH
HEY GREEK PEOPLE
REPRESENT CAL POLY AS A POLY
REP. INFO AND APPL. IN ADM 214

Pride of the
Union Week
March 10-12. See what your Univer
sity Union has to offer. Enter the
drawings,Grand Prize-2 quarters
free tuition or trip to Hawaii,
Jazz band. FREE cake,coffee and
more. EVERYONE INVITED!!
REPRESENT CAL POLY!!
APPLY TO BE A POLY REP!!
App. forms in Adm. 214 Due Apr 3
Lndn Study people:yours due Mar 16
‘" ^ ^ A D SOME SUNSHINE!^*
Kappa Delta Sorority asks you to
share a little to help prevent
child abuse. Give on TH3/12, UU
Plaza; SAT3/14, Riley’s, 9am-3pm.
Proceeds go to National Committee
for Prevention of Child Abuse
WANTED:engineers and science
students to participate in
nutrition study for Dept of the
Navy. Must be over 25 or younger,like
PIZZA.and have 3.1 GPA.7PM WED MAR

11
WOODSTOCKS.ENTERTAINMENT
DURING STUDY WILL INCLUDE INFO ON
OFFICER PROGRAMS

GOURMET COFFEE 25«
ICE CREAM CONES 35«
DOESN’T HAPPEN OFTEN!
11:00-Close MARCH 12 JULIAN’S

Carpet and Upholstery Cleaning
Dean Carlson 489-8352

HAPPY BIRTHDAY SLUG TOLO!
LOVE LEECH

FOR ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS CALL
BONNIE 543-0520 EVENINGS.

HAVE YOU SEEN OUR FRIEND?
ROGER HOFF
Civil Engineering
Absent from CAL POLY since Feb. 3,

OVERNIGHT SERVICE (usually)
$1.50/pg typical, Leslie 549-9039

1987
Ht.-5’9”-Brown Hair & Eyes-Slim Build
Large scar on back of neck
Small crucifix of rhinestone earring left
ear
Drives 1964 RED CORVETTE STING RAY
PIA9<£A oaII*
PETE BRENNAN (415)648-1576
ROB O’LEARY (415) 731-7931
JULIAN’S is now serving MOUSSE
and CHEESECAKE! Come and try.
Open Mon-Fri 7:30-10pm
-LADY SWIMMERSGOOD LUCK AT NATIONALS!
March 15th-?-(Trashed)
Go Boise!!
The men
LOOKING FOR PAUL
The BLONDE AQUARIUS...Y0U left
THE FLATS too early last THURS
MY ELF BOOTS and I want to talk!!
Meet me there this THURS NITE-A.
T-shirts by BAD DOG,BIG DOG,CLUB,
LOCALMOTION,GOTCHA,CORONA,
MAULAND SONS,CLASSIC BEACH
and much much more.The SEA BARN
AVILA BEACH.
You just won’t find a bigger
selection of men’s beachwear than
we have at the SEA BARN right now.
You just won’t! AVILA BEACH.

ALPHA SIGMA LITTLE SIS’ RUSH
4/2GAMES Night-1681 Phillips Lane
4/3Black and Red Party
4/4BBO and Volleyball
4/5lndoctrination
For More Info Call 543-0283
CONGRATULATIONS
To the new Lambda Chi Alpha
High Zeta Officers
Love, The Cresents
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
NEW DELTA TAU PLEDGES
LOVE LITTLE SIS’S OF DT
Gamma Phi Beta & Beta Theta Pi
The Phee Phi Pho Rhum was hot!
Let’s make it a tradition!!
Love,
Alpha Phi
SAE
RED PARTY
featuring

T H E “ 3 ” O ’C L O C K
SiGMA ALPHA EPSILON,
We can’t wait to rock around
the clock with you.at Saturday
night’s Sock Hop Exchange!!!
Love,
ALPHA PHI

TKE
L IT T L E S IS TE R S
BE A PART OF IT!!
SPRING RUSH STARTS APRIL 2

Found: Ring
Ag Building Rm 102
Call 541-1397

MISSING
Lost in the vicinity of Peach and
Chorro St Missing since 2/27/87
Groy long-haired male GREATLY
MISSED Please call 541-8789
REWARD HP41C Lost in Library
on Feb 23 Call Tracy at 544-2490

Managers and coaches for SLO Babe
Ruth Baseball. Call Mike Johnson
Days 541-2500

^PERS-RESUMES CATHY 543-0258
QUALITY WORD PROCESSING
Fast/Cheap Revisions-Spell Check
Computer Education Svcs. 528-5049
R&R WORD PROCESSiNG & TYPING
(Rona) laser printer,w/100 plus fonts,
student rates. M-Sat,9am-6pm,544-2591
RESUME, PAPERS, PROJECTS, WORD
PROCESSING DONE IN SO. CTY
CONSHA’S OFFICE SUPPLY PISMO
BCH 773-5851 OR 489-0724 EVE.

AAvail 3/22 143mo Jon 549-0828
AVAIL. NOW! FEM ROOMMATE nee^d^d
to share condo. Fully furnished,
wash/dryer,bckyd,frplc,cable,
dishwash. No deposit, $205/mo.
CALL NOW 541-1764.
AVAILABLE NOW: MASTER BDRM,NEW
condo in Los Osos. Own bath &dcck.
Hottub,fireplace. $350/mo. or
$175 ea to share. 528-8017
Cedar creek Spr Qrt Female Rmt
$200 mo 544-0778 (NO DEPOSIT)
CHEAPICHEAPMFM RMT NEEDED
2BLOCKS TO POLY GRT.APT.CALL
NOW JENNY OR KAREN 541-3342

OWN ROOM IN GREAT APT. SPRING
QUARTER.FURNISHED INCLUDING 2
FUN GIRLS. JUST $230/mo 544-3751

CHEAPICHEAP! Female Rmmt Needed
Quick! Spr.Qtr.Great Rmmts!2 Blocks
Frm Poly $167.50 Call 543-5949

PINK"HOUSE

DEsperately seeking male roommate
Spr Qtr. Close to campus, large
rooms $200/mo. Negot. 541-3798.
F needed to Shr Master bedroom,
SprOtr,Condo,Wash/Dry, 541-4953

WORDPROCESSING-Senior Projects,
papers. Spell check. 549-0833

F NEEDED SPR QTR FURN APT,POOL,
MICRO,NEAR POLY CHEAPI543-2986

ANNOUCING....
SUMMER R.A. RECRUITMENT 1987!!
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN BECOMING
A RESIDENT ADVISOR IN ONE OF CAL
POLY’S RESIDENCE HALLS FOR THE
SUMMER OF 1987, JOIN US AT ONE
OF THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION
SESSIONS:
WEDNESDAY April 1,1987
AND
THURSDAY April 2,1987
7 P.M. at MUIR HALL
IF YOU WOULD LIKE MORE INFORMA
TION, JUST CALL THE RESIDENT
STUDENT DEVELOPMENT OFFICE AT
546-3396

'BM XT TURBO comp LOWEST PRICE
IN SLO -PCA- Ask for Rob 544-4501
MOVING SALE Negotiable
HIDE-A-WAY AND LOVE SEAT $125,
COMPUTER TABLE S100,DINNER TABLE
AND 2 CHAIRS $35,MUST SELL BEFORE
SPRING BREAK!! CALL KAREN,541-5402
BEFORE 8AM or AFTER 10PM
“
NAGELS
Commémoratives 4,5,6,7. All Museum
Framed. $1500 for all Four 541-3179
WINDSURFER - Rocket Express &
83, excel. Complete. $5(X) & $400
Joe 544-3384,6-9 pm.

VESPA 1979 P125X LOOKS COOL,
RUNS GREAT $600 or BO 543-8898
YAMAHA SCOOTER Excell. Coridl
Many Extras $500 543-2068
1980 HONDA EXPRESS $200-OBO
GREAT CONDITION ALSO ONE SPEED
UNIVEGA BAKE-$100 CALL 541-6900

1957 Karman Già Good Body&Engine
Excellent interior $2600 OBO
466-3349 or 543-6821 Ask for Nick
‘72 VW BUG $650 B/0 544-3897

F Rommate needed to share room
Spring qtr-160/mo Call Shelly
549-9088
F Roomie to share v. nice condo.
Furn/W&D/Dish/Micro/Fire/Pool/
Hottub. $200mo. Katy 549-8545
FEM RMTE WANTED TO SHARE ROOM
IN LGNA LK CONDO FRNSH W/D JAC
UZZI MICRO CALL 544-2736
FEM RMMT CEDAR CREEK SPR QTR
$180/MO NO DEP DEBBIE 543-0130
Female roommate needed Sp Qtr sh
are rm in house close to Poly Wash/
dry Furnished 2(X)mo. call 546-8554
Fm Share Rm at Cedar Creek lg
unit $2(X) mo Call 549-0787
FM TO SHARE MASTER BDRM. GREAT
RMMATE.MICRO.WASHER/DRYER,FP,
PLUS! ONLY $ 175/MO. 546-9448
FML RMMT SPR QRT SHARE RM 200$
CONDO FRNSH 5 MIN AWAY 543-9034
Great room in house downtown.
Female to share 200/mo. 3/15
Call 544-5468 Kathie/or leave mes
GREAT HOUSE ACROSS FROM POLY
Female needed/share rm 185/mo.
Spring qtr. 543-5268
HELP!!
Male Rmmt needed to share rm.
Spring Qtr. Close to Poly,furn.
Rent $150/mo Kevin 541-6829
LAR.RM FOR RENT M or F $235/MO
MODERN HSE CALL STEVE 541-3287
M TO SHARE RM HOUSE FURN,JACUZ
WASH,DRY,GAR,BBQ,FUN RMMTS
AVAIL 3/20 $180/mo 543-1889
MALE NEEDED TO SHARE ROOM IN
NICE NEW CONDO $140/MO GREAT
ROOMMATES CALL TOM 544-2874
Male Rmmt to share RM at Mustang
Vil. 140/mo. Call Bryan 549-0207
Male roomate needed for spr qtr
at Cedar Creek Village 200/mo
NEGO. No Deposit Extras 546-9565
MALE TO SHARE RM IN SLO CONDO
$200/mo Spring Quarter micro
Was/Dry HOTTUB 541-0559

Lg house right across the street
from Poly. Experience student
living at it’s best during Spring
qtr. Lg redwood deck,washer/dryer,
gameroom,25” Color TV w/full cable
services,micro & i maid. Call Tom
or Mike at 543-8877.

M Own Room 1/2 BIk from Poly
W/D & Extras 549-0136
Priv. Rm in lg. 2Bd. Apt.
Walk to Poly Fern. Pref. 4/1
240/mo. 150/dep Call 541-2046
Reduce: 185/mo Fshare SP.Q
60 Casa TownHse FirePI Pool W&D
2Vi Bath Walk to Poly 541-5487
ROOM/BATH in house available for
M/F non-smoker, SLO, $250 util,
paid, avialable April 1 or sooner
543-0520 eves.
ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE ROOM
VERY CLOSE TO POLY, NONSMOKER
MUST BE HOUSEBROKEN.170/MO
546-8737
Share Room in Beautiful Condo
FPIc Gar. Yard $185.00 549-8203
Shr Rm Spg Qtr 30 Casa“A” $140/mo
541-5696
SPR QTR ONLY! FM to shr room
at CEDAR CREEK Great rmts-micro
220mo NO DEPOSIT 544-4228
Three fun roomies looking for a
fourth to share a room in a cute
house close to Poly. Spring&Summer
quarter. For more information call
541-6302-must be femala
WANTED:Fem. to share rm starting
Spring qtr. Stylish apt. Must see.
Fun roommates. $140/MO. 546-8704
YOUR OWN ROOM IN LARGE HOUSE 1
Ml.TO POLY. FUN ATMOS & MATES.
W&D,MICRO,CABLE...250/mo. 544-9261
1-4 Rmates needed SprorSpr&Sum
Close to Poly $150 Negot. 544-8399
2 MorF NEEDED TO SHARE ROOM IN~ '
HOUSE MANY EXTRAS CALL 541-8708

APT for rent. 2 bdrm.near POLY
furn for 4. water,trash,cable pd.
$600/mo. 543-8517 or 544-5385
LARGE ROOM FOR RENT $125/mo, util
included. 5 min. to Poly.
Male call 546-8745 or 549-9445
LARGE CONDO FOR RENT $^5/m o.
Also STUDIO FOR RENT near Poly
and shopping $3(X)/mo. 541-1112
NEW $170 No Deposit Fm Rmt Cedar
Creek Vill. Pool-Parking-FurnTV-Dishwasheretc. 544-8829 nite.
Townhouse for rent w/fireplace &
patio 2 lg. bedrms 1V2 baths cable
hotwater 570/month Mark or Daryl
544-0467 anytime

NEED MALE FOR SPRING, Own Room
Garage, 175 mo. 541-4627
Only $200 Own Big Room. Clean,
Quiet and much more F. Call
543-5160
Own Lg Bedroom W/Fireplace in
Furnished House. Close to Poly.
Avail 4/1.Call Now. Doug 541-3822
Own Rm Sp Q 205 per mo 541-2938 M/F

CHECK IT o u t!

OWN ROOM
Available March 21
Apartment in quiet location
$196/mo.
Call eves. 549-9119
OWN ROOM
Available March 21
Apartment in a quiet location
$196/mo.
Call eves. 549-9119

USE R COMPUTERS Word Processing
Service. Resumes,reports using laser
printer or do-it-yourself using word processerin our facility. 544-7676.

SEMESTER AT SEA
SLIDE SHOW PRESENTATION on world
travel. T ues MarlO 6pm UU 220
Sponsored by ASI TRAVEL CLUB FREE

Own room 262.50 Close to downtown
female URGENT 543-5513

Are you looking for a list of
homes for sale? Call Kent Mazzia
agt. County Properties, 544-5777.
Enjoy your own creek with this
remodeled mobile home 25,900 West
Wind Realty 549-8317 or 528-7653

OWN ROOM 199! 2bed Ibathlipt
util paid close to Poly. Furn
For details 549-9631 Nice Place!

ONLY ONE AVAILABLE $104,900
2 bedroom 1 3/4 bath condo with pool
jacuzzi clubhouse Call 541-1421
NEWBY REALTY Eves. Call 544-3797

OWN ROOM
FEMALE NEEDED FOR SPRING QTR
APT CLOSE TO POLY- FURNISHED
W/WATERBED OR UNFURN-MICRO.
ONLY $190/MONTH!!CALL 544-0386
FOR ALL THE DETAILS!

THINKING OF BUYING A HOUSE?
For a free list of all the afford
able houses and condos for sale
in SLO, including condos near Poly,
Call Steve Nelson F/S Ipc. 543-8370.
Leave Message
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ACCREDIT
respond to the recommendations
of the board. We also have to
document how those improve
ments are going.
“ I don’t think there’s any risk
that we’re going to lose ac
creditation. The one that we just
had was a resounding success. I
haven’t heard about the final
recommendation, but it’s over,’’
Smith said.
The accrediting board may
have given a lot of recommenda
tions, but they also had some
commendations for the depart
ments.
“ They felt that we were one of
the lead schools in the nation in
terms of geographic information
systems and in terms of a very
solid reputation in the traditional
aspects of the profession,’’ said
Smith.
Bill Morris, assistant professor
in construction management,
said that construction manage
ment’s strengths, as listed by the

From page 1

specializations ” SmitR said.
Another change recommended
by the LAAB (Landscape Ar
chitecture Accrediting Board)
was more interdisciplinary in
volvement on campus between
landscape arch itec tu re and
departments such as natural
resources m anagem ent, o r
namental horticulture and soil
science.
Smith said that there are only
about 45 accredited programs in
landscape architecture national
ly. There are three landscape ar
chitecture programs in California
that are accredited. “ In order to
maintain accreditation and be an
accredited program, we have to

PDQ* Resumes

Sporting Goods
for Men & Women

THE $ 39.95 ALTERNATIVE
•Pttity Dura Quick

SWEATS • WINDBREAKERS
ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT
DARTS

THE FASTEST COPIERS IN TOWN
Corner of Foothill 6? Chorro • 7 till Midnight • 541-COPY

886 Monterey St.

544-9789 ♦ 2226 Beebee Street

P I B lI j

543-2197

accrediting board, are “ good
hands-on experience for students
— many fine projects have been
accomplished by them; the goal
of educating students for active
participation in the profession is
being achieved; and the students
are of a high caliber, wellmotivated, and manifest a pride
in their profession.’’

MAJOR
From page 5

department head, said that sev
eral years ago there was a bigger
problem with NRM students who
were not following the cur
riculum.
“ In the past, we’ve had 20 or
30 students concentrating on
getting into another major and
neglecting NRM,’’ he said. “ At
that point, it became quite
disruptive. The problem is not
that extensive now, and if I find
out what they’re doing, I give
them one or two quarters to
make the transition.’’
Paul Zwetsloot, an NRM
sophomore, is in the process of
changing to biological science.
“ 1 thought 1 might want a
career in NRM, but when 1 took
a career development class, 1
decided it wasn’t right for me,’’
he said. “ 1 think it’s OK for stu
dents to get in under an easy
major and then change. I for one
could not have come here under
bio sci. It gives me a ’chance to
go to a good school like Poly.’’

kinko*s
HOUR PHOTO
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(corner of Foothill & Santa Rosa)
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• Two-story townhouse apartments
• 3 bedrooms, 1 Vi bathrooms
• Completely furnished
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•

5 4 9 -8 9 7 9

This coupon entitles you to:
- 2 prints for the price o f 1 o n 1 & 4 hour processing or
• Free 5 x 7 with purchase of regular color processing

I
I

CAL POLY STUDENT SPECIAL!!
Bring in this coupon any day from 5pm ■ 10pm and
get $1.00 off a delicious Deluxe Burger (served
with green salad and thick fries)

H nUTU

CHOOSE YOUR COUPON

L —

1885 Monterey Street In SLO 544-4254

- COUPON —

_______

• Within easy walking distance to Cal Poly
• Within one block of two shopping centers

• Sandwiches • Omelettes •
• Breakfast Served All Day •
• Moderate Prices • Convenient Location
• Open 7 Days. Sam ■10pm

—
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DELUXE

HAMBURGER

AT

ARK

TWO o

Hawaiian. Mushroom. Teriyaki & 13 other styles
• Includes green salad & thick fries
• Coupon good any day 5pm- 10pm
ARK TWO is at 1185 Monterey near Grand
Expires March 31. 1987

Not Valid With Other Promotions

I
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